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The Epistemological Back grou nd to Malinowski)s Empiricism
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E . . R. LEACH



contributions to the theory of social anthropology . were of two sharply divergent kinds. In the first place he created a theory of ethnographic field-work. Although Malinowski's account of Trobria nd culture is far from complete, his descriptions are so alive that we feel we know these people better than any other in the entire anthropological catalogue. The difference between the dry record of 'old style ethnography' and the vivid life of 'Malinowskian ethnography' is not merely an artistic device, it is a matter of theoretical insight. This theory has become a fundamental element in the general body of doctrine propoun ded by British social anthropologists. We do not now seek to imitate the rather Frazerian style of fine writing which Malinowski adopted but, most definitely, we do all emphasize that we are studying contemporary societies of living human beings rather than fossiliz.e d relics from the prehistoric past. Malinowski transformed ethnography from the museum study of items of custom into the sociological study of systems of action. But besides altering the whole mode and purpose of ethnographic inquiry Malinowski made numerou s theoretical pronouncements of a general, abstract, sociological kind, which were supposed to be valid for all '>ctiltural situations regardless of time or space. Here, I consider, he was a failure. For me, Malinowski talking about the Trobrian ders is a stimulating genius; but Malinowski discoursing on Culture in general is often a platitudinous bore. The framework of concepts that is to be found in the posthumous A Scientific Theory of Culture (1944) or in the e·arlier article on 'Culture ' (1931a) provides us with few tools which the anthropological field-worker can actually use in a practical situation. The 'Principle of Reciprocity', with its implied emphasis upon the priority of economic motives, may be descriptively preferable to Radcli:ffe-Brown's 'network of person to person relationships' but it doesn't get us very far. For most of us, 'functionalism' in it~ . MALIN OWSKI 's
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E. R. LEACH Malinowskian form has become repugnant. Nor can I believe that this is merely a passing phase; the abstract theoretical writings of Malinowski are not merely dated, they are dead. Paradoxically, I consider that Malinowski's anthropological greatness is to be found precisely in this circumstance. That Malinowski was an imaginative genius of a high order there ea~ be no doubt; but he had· a bi~t. tbe.Q.t¥ ~~..k!m!. h~ion · firml;;rrtnh.oJllld...... J;.'he ~e~~ , was a unique and paradoxical phenomenon a fanatical~heorY.,.tj_cal e~st. After all, what was Malinowski's really fundamental contribution? Surdy the intensive technique of field study? But of what does this consist? There was plenty of good ethnography long before Malinowski went to the Trobriands; Boas's work among the Kwakiutl, to take but one example, could hardly be described as anything but intensive. I should say that the special distinguishi!l$....:$racteristic_~ww~l.d..Jrr~hni~!!e lies in two things: ~n the ~..L~ly;.~cJJrtai!ed use .of theJ>.!l>fessional informant, and s~dJY in th._.e t~~J.~.RtiQn..th.llt~th.e_~Lfield of data under th~M.ion.G:Lth.e.fiel&~IJ.w. I,JlY§!..~Qill!:
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naive doctrines of the inevitability of progressive evolution, still held the field, but was under serious attack. In the realm of pure science, Einstein's formulation of the theory of relativity had shaken the simple world of Newtonian mechanics to its foundations, while Whitehead and Russell had just broken through the boundaries of Aristotelian logic which had held fast for over 2ooo years. In psychology, Freud was busily engaged in cutting away the foundations of the ordinary man's commonsense idea of the rational individual. In social studies, the evolutionist comparative method had achieved a kind of massive futility in the vast tomes o'f. Frazer and W estermarck and the only real stimulus was coming from the writings of Durkheim and his school, where the empirical content was often extremely low. Diffusionism with its superficial emphasis on material facts seemed likely to become the dominant vogue in the near future. · Malinowski, with his ~_tll~~es, was certainly keenly sensitive to all these trends, but above all it is his studies under Wundt that seem relevant here. For on the one hand Wundt was an opjeftive. ~mii~~i,. the founder of the science of exp~t~pey. chology, while on the other he Wlit§- w:l..•!:!.XQlRt!9ni~t.P.L~l1~ Ql~c;hz.~I· who, in his...aut4F,m>~~~.~-I'-~~...lh!:~:w..;:~pe.&i.9!,..~PlP~i~.,.&_~tl;!..e srudy of l~ngu~ge an~...tl;l.s....l,IJlil;~.. ~tl).Oll!l.li1Y~9i~t~~..;,~.~.~ as a ":h2~s; . 1 Malinowski, I suggest, approved of Wundt's empirieism·o ut was repelled by the 'group-mind' implications of his historicist approach. He searched therefore for a body of theory which could somehow combine the 'materialist' basis of nineteenth-century Evolutionism with the attribution of free will to the individual soul. It is my thesis that Malinowski found this body of theory in the Pragmatism of William J ames. It was precisely in the period around ~10, when Malinow~~e t2.•~ugle!!~-t


vggue,.


Certainly the word pragmatic was one which cropped up very frequently in Malinowski's discourse in later years, and certainly also there seems to be much in James's writing that finds a marked echo in the later Malinowski. The philosophic ·notion of Pragmatism has an interesting history. The term was invented by the American philosopher C. S. Peirce to cover his own rather dry and detached method of logical inference. Though Peirce achieved only a meagre reputation in his own day, his work is now recognized as one of the major in- · fluences leading to the development of mid-twentieth-century Logical Positivism. William James was a friend and colleague of Peirce but a man of very different temperament. Where Peirce was austere, retiring, philosophic, James was a public figure, a missionary propagandist with 1



See Vierkandt (1935, p. so6). 12l
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a wide popular appeal. James's Pragmatism is a creed rather than a · philosophy; it is a practical guide to correct behaviour. In propounding it, J ames may well have supposed that he was merely elaborating his friend Peirce's ideas, but in fact he misrepresents and distorts Peirce out of all recognition. Significantly Peirce repudiated all connection '\l'ith . James's doctrine; after 1906 Peirce called himself apragmaticist, a coinage which he dryly referred to as 'ugly enough to be safe from kidnappers'. Malinowski's Pragmatism is that of James rather than Peirce. Indeed J ames and Malinowski had agood deal in common. A recent extremely penetrating commentator (W. B. Gallie, 1952, p. 25) has summarized James's position thus: 'First, from the plausible thesis that certain biological interests underlie, or provide some of the necessary conditions of, all our thinking, he (JamC':.\5) passed to the more exciting (and more ambiguous) thesis that ' ' t~gJe fu.n£.ti9n oftli.9,.!!ght_is t~l!.@fy £~ntt;E.est~~e organism, " and . that ~r~~~ consists i2.. sucg thl~sfies~J~:!PJ~~t§.·' ' "S§Q;§.(i,l~ha~zo~ngbehgving fqr thoygh.t.an.d thinking in this guotatioo...aruLw.e--..fia¥~in.~.a...nutshclLth.e,..~h...qle...$;.§.§,~J:!.Ce..~.of~in~



functionalism. The~~ author contrasts Peirce's more metaphysical approach in the following terms (W. B. Gallie, 1952, p. 29): 'For Peirce ... ·ideas, ideals, movements of thought and feeling, traditional wisdoms, life-tendencies, and above all the life that is in-:- · herent in symbols-these were to him every bit as real as the individuals who apply them or, rather, as the individual occasions, the actions and reactions, in which they are applied.' The contrast here drawn between the Pragmatism of James and the Pragmatism of Peirce surely parallels closely the analogous contrast between the Functionalism Df Malinowski and the Functionalism of Dmkheim, Mauss and Radcliffe Brown? The heart of the inatter is that J ames was deeply suspicious of any abstraction that could not immediately be referred to directly observable facts; so was Malinowski. This suspicion led Malinowski to his valuable emphasis on first hand observation as a field technique but it also led him to cast most of his theoretical ideas in a shape which makes sociological comparison nearly impossible. It will be useful here if we distinguish three main types of epistemolQg!£1!Lt_!lJnk,i.Qg. r~wn to the end of the nineteenth century mo's t philosophies wer€"1:lased in Aristotelian logic, which assumes that all T..!uth) s oL~E£ ki~4,,_i_gfftt}E'..:ffie:-~i...sLat~WJd 
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THE EPISTEMOLOGICAL BACKGROUND ordinary speech. Conversely, we see now that statements that concern metaphysics cannot be expr~ssd in scientific language at all. In terms of this contr~s~ames's Pr~matism occupies a kind of middle ground. On the one hand it recogni-;;es.....tllat strict logic cannot lead directly to metaphysical judgements; yet metaphysiciirjUdgements ~supposed to ]}av~ a psy_cJiologf§l""l!a§ s 1~ reason.)amesm"iintained that we are entitled to believe whatever can 1ie shown to be . biologically satisfying even though the belief in question may be 'm etaphysical and incapable of verification either by experiment or rational argument. He explicitly maintained that where proof is impossible it is 'reasonable' to hold beliefs that are arrived at by other than rational means (Gallie, 1952, pp. 25-6). There is here ·a serious failure to distin,guish c$ arly between ~ral d~f the term reasonable. Reasonable may be held to mean rational-the outcome of logicaT-analysis in the strictest sense, or plausible'--a guess that is justifiable on the grounds of probability, or sensible-convenient in the given circumstances. Reasonable propositions of the first two kinds are meaningMin the language of science, because they are potentially verifiable; b~asonable propositions of the third kind mi ht well include rts of metaphysical h oth ~l:li£h__full outside t · ntifi ·James is ambi. uous, and a ve similar am · Malinowski's theoretlc arsrnment. 1 We are ali'kidnappers otT eas. ~Any attempt to diagnose the epistemological context of Malinowski's fun.ctionalism runs into the difficulty that IVWLno.,w~Jg., borro:w,eg ~~,t._gf., sQci.¥ .. {q,1,1~[~•..UJMkQ.~ (M~nowski, 1913a, p. 303), 1 but transmutf d it ~.1:.2; J?~Oce~s. Durkheim's use ·of the term is unambiguous, it .equates with · utffity: 'the func · o~...a-.soiial.fact.®ght.~~tQ,~lklt~.J:~l&ti~ some s e ''tt.fin)' (Durkheim, 1938, p. 110). 2 But Malinowski change 'social end' to.'biological end' and..th.et:«bY-!Qa~~d the atg~.,.Elt with value judgement§. Durkheim.was simply ~cern.e_


93ociety.
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This first reference to social function follows directly on a discussion of Durkheim's work and is cast in strictly Durkheimian form. 2 Les regles de la methode sociologique (1895), p. 135. Earlier in De la division du travail sociizl Durkheim introduced the notion of social function by drawmg the analogy with organic function which 'expresses the relation existing between (a system of vital movements) and corresponding needs (besoins) of tlle organism'; Durkheim consistently makes social facts relate to· social ends/ needs on the analogy tllat biological facts relate to biological ends/needs. In contrast, Malinowski uses 'function' to relate social facts to biological ends/needs. Cf. The Division of Labour'in Society (Free Press Edn.; 1947), p. 49·
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E. R. LEACH eJdist in order to satisfy needs of the biological organism. fp.nctions are thus both purp_~~-~1,1£1 _osi!i.y~~P;.d&;.t!'


L~~.-alllluch,r~¥Phlti...


:Hi's published comments on fellow anthropologists are seldom flattering2 and in verbal discourse he was even more explicit; he claimed to be the creator of an entirely new academic disCipline. A whole generation of his followers were brought up to believe that social anthropology began in the Trobriand islands in 1914. Yet it is a matter of objective fact that th,
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A significant example is his use of the term savage. Malinowski



habit\la_!!~....t.h,e..,..IQ,b.tiarukts~.ia.P.ng,ej;,...i_ll!l21Y.ID~a ~~~gf.;~.~);l~.ill,c!g_tml~about the intrinsic super10rrtf0f



~uropean culture, which few of us today would unhesitatingly accept, but which were an unguestioneg anthro.p....Q].ggical £~east as .late ll!l .l!bout 1925. True enough, Malinowski ridiculed the missionary view that the Trobriander was 'lawless, inhuman and savage' (1922a, . p. {o n. ), but when he himself spoke of the Trobrianders as savages he did not do so only in mockery. Tacitly, for all his anti-historicism, Maliriowski used'{he word sava~ery as Morgan has done, to denote a 'stage' in cultural evolution: 'When we move in our survey from the lowest primitives 'to a somewhat higher level, we are ·met by a complexity of forces and facts. We enter the world of real savagery . . .' (Malinowski, 1947, p. 28o; cf. also 1944, pp. 16-17)· There was, admittedlf an important middl~.J?h~~ in _hi~. c~~~a.,~§l~[C~c~-w _ a . resupposlt:mns. Wntmg m I 2 (pp. xxuxxiii) he draws the reader's attentmn ·o e act t at the evolutionary premises present in his work down to 1927 were dropped when he came to write The Sexual Life of Savages in 1929. ~-a paEei..£lated 1930 makes a simnle, e_gJ!atiou betw~e!l ·~~~ s9cieties'1"" a~iously compares 'my present-day Stone Age savagesor-tfie South Seas' with our European ancestors of 'forty thousand years back or thereabouts' (1930a, pp. II3, 123), a viewpoint borrowed straight from Tylor and Lubbock. 1 Now whe er or not evolutionary doctrine i~, !!~~, i!_~~!J!!!.!!Y I quite irrelevant for the understan . sent-da human soc1et1es, ari Malinowski was perfectly well aware of this, but somehow e categories of his Gth!nfipg. 'Yr~«?. . sJ:i!J .e.aft.~.!J.~ of nineteenth-cwtJ,ln:; pr:J;hgdoxy. Along with his insistence that the fieldwo;k~r mll~t recognize the tribe under observation as consisting of living human beings, he still used the verbal conventions of the evolutionists which set a great gulf between the savage primitives of etlmography and the civilized European intellectual who was observing them. The notion that the culture of primitive peoples represents in some sense a survival from the past was of course a basic premise of the Tylorian anthropology which Malinowski considered it hi_s duty to overthrow. The fact that the same premise was incorporated as a dogma into the very roots of 'functionalism' had important and logically fatal consequences. · Thus: 'This (functional) method has been worked out with the purpose of describing and analysing one culture, and a culture at that, which through age-long historical development has reached a state of well 1 The use of 'evolutionist' phraseology in this essay is particularly revealing, since the essay itself is largely concemed with the demolition of evolutionist presupposition s. '
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E. R. LEACH balanced equilibrium' (Malinowski, 1938a, p. xxxvi-my italics). It - was Malinowski's proud boast that he had taught anthropologists the futility of the pursuit of conjectural history, yet all the time, the primary assumption of the functionalist creed-the dogma that · there is an · intrinsic integration between the institutional mechanisms of any one cultural whole-called for a major historical conjecture, namely that ·equilibrium had been achieved through 'age-long historical . development.' Oddly enough this is an hypothesis that is particularly inappropriate to the Trobriand situation. Chieftainship is quite abnormal in Melail• esia and this circumstance suggests strongly that the political structure observed by Malinowski in 1914 may have been of recent origin and perhaps a quite transient phenomenon. This is one of the cases where Malinowski's ethnography is strikingly superior to his theory. In Coral Gardens (1935, Vol. I, p. 365 f.) he actually describes in some detail the process by which the Tabalu chiefly clan was, at the time of his visit, actively expanding its political influence, a condition of affairs hardly consistent with 'a state of well balanced equilibrium'. The very notion of the 'cultural whole', which is, at all stages; central to Malinowski's thesis, is a concept taken over uncritically from earlier writers (e.g. Wundt) whose 'tribes' were clear-cut, easily distinguishable entities, with completely stereotyped characteristics. Malinowski professed to ridicule the resultant picture of bodies of men conforming to meticulously detailed customs in a rigid and mechanical manner. He sought to replace the notion of custom as an accidental product of history by the notion of custom as a rationally designed tool. Yet when he indulged in cultural comparisons outside the immediate context of Trobriand functionalism, he made statements just like those of his predecessors. What, for example, could be more untrue than the · following? 'Were we to take the map of any continent, Australia, Africa, Asia or America we would be able to divide it neatly into ethnographic tribal boundaries. Within each such ethnographic area we would find people of "the same" tribe. On the other side of the boundary another tribe would be found, distinguishable from the first by a different language, different technologies and material objects, different customs and forms of grouping' (Malinowski, 1947, pp. 252-3). There is almost no part of the world in which recent first-hand accounts have not tended to contradict this assertion in every particular.! The simple fact is that inter-cultural comparison was not a field which Malinowski ever bothered to think about or investigate at all carefully. 1 For example, see recent accounts of Arnhem Land by R. M. and C. H. Bemdt, of New Guinea by Hogbin, of North Burma by. Leach, of West Africa by Nadel, of Bechuanaland by Schapera.
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When he expressed an opinion on such a topic he merely repeated the stock dogmas of an earlier generation.· This par.adox is a geniune one which might be documented by numerous quotations. On the one hand it was Malinowski's out~ standing contribution that he 'brought ethnography to life'. In the pages of Argonauts and its successors, the 'savage' ceases to be a marionette 'bound in the chains of immemorial tradition' (1926b, p. 10). He is a live human being operating a bizarre system of social organiza- ~ tion through the exercise of rational choices about alternative means to alternative ends. Xet somewhere at the back of Malinowski's mind there still seems to have persisted the earlier convention that savages are mechanical dolls surviving from the Stone Age. It was in Argonauts, of all places, that he wrote (i922a, p. 62): 'It must not be forgotten that there is 'hardly ever much room for doubt or deliberation, as natives communally, as well as individually, never act except on traditional and conventional lines.' ~ Let me then sum up this part of my argument. Briefly it is that Malinowski, like William J ames, was a rebel against the mechanistic implications of late nineteenth-century thought and that his 'functionalism', like James's 'pragmatism', was an aspect of this revolt.l Yet at the same time Malinowski was intellectmilly a 'child of his time', rationalist and materialist in his outlook, and he was himself much influenced by, and even a victim of, ·those very epistomological windnlllls against which he charged so valiantly. The particular aspect of this thesis which I now propose to discuss concerns Malinowski's views of rationality and the effect of those views upon his theories of magic, technology, and kinship. It may fairly be said of Maliriowski, as it has been said of James, that 'he was an individualist, interested in the experiences, perplexities, and satisfactions of individual souls, and anything claiming to be more-thanindividual he distrusted from the depth of his soul' (Gallie, 1952, p. 29). Malinowski's biggest guns are always directed against notions that might be held to imply that, in the last analysis, the individual is not a personality on his own possessing the capacity for free choice based in' reason. Morgan is repeatedly lacerated for postulating group marriage (Malinowski, 1932a, p. xxxii); Durkheim's sin is that he emphasizes religious euphoria, with its implication of a group mind (1925a, p. 55); Freud gets it in the neck for postulating a collective unconscious (1927a, pp. 156 f.); Hartland is attacked for suggesting that primitive man is a legal automaton (1926b, pp. 10, 55 ff.), and so on. It was dogma for Malinowski that all human beings are reasonable (sensibly practical) individuals. To understand the significance of this belief we need to remember that at the beginning of Malinowski' s anthropological career ·the 'savage' was commonly regarded as a sub-rational 1



Cf. Gallie (1952), pp. 23-4.
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E. R. LEACH human being. Marett's criticism of Tylor was then in vogue and' the mana concept was bearing fruit in Durkheim's representations collectives and Levy-Bruhl's 'pre-logical mentality', abstractions utterly repugnant to Malinowski's way of thinking. ' It is against this background that we need to consider Malinowski's attempt to impose 'rationality' upon his savages-for that is what it amounts to. He maintains persistentlY' that primitive man makes a fundamental category distinction between fact and fiction, using criteria - that might have been acceptable to John Stuart MilL In all Malinowski's writings concerning the rela.tion between magic and science this argument is latent. He himself found the conceptual distinction between the rational and the metaphysical self-evident; he insisted that it must be self-evident to the Trobriander also: 'Thus there is a clear--c ut division: there is first the well known set of conditions, the natural course of growth, as well as the ordinary pests and dangers to be warded off by fencing and weeding. On the other hand there is the domain of the unaccountable and adverse influences, as well as·the great unearned increment of fortunate coincidence' ( 1925a, P· 3 1 )· Malinowski accused Tylor of treating piimitive man as 'a ratiocinating philosopher' (1944, p. 27) yet this simple dichotomy between the objective-rational and the subjective-metaphysical is strictly in ' the Tylor-Frazer tradition. Actually Malinowski went one better than Tylor, .for he postulated that the Trobriander was more rational than himself. Although he maintained that,fortheTrobriander, thereisa clear-cut division between the domain of knowledge and work and the domain of magic, he later confessed that 'I was not able to judge for myself where rational procedure ended and which were the supererogatory activities, whether magical or aesthetic' (1935, Vol. I, p. 46o; cf. Vol. II, p. n3). In Malinowski's analysis magical procedures are distinguished from non-magical procedures according to the kind of reasonableness involved. All behaviour is regarded as a means to an end (functionally orientated) but whereas non-magic is reasonable because it is based in scientific fact, magic is reasonable because it is based in psychological need: _ 'Experience and logic teach man that within definite limits knowledge is supreme; but beyond them nothing can be done by rationally founded practical exertions. Yet he rebels against inaction because although he realizes his impotence he is yet driven to action by intense desire and strong emotions' (193ra, p. 635-my italics). Notice the insistence that the actor himself distinguishes between the strictly rational and the psychologically sensible. It is in accord with Malinowski's dogma that reasonableness is natural to mankind that witchcraft beliefs-being. neither sensible nor rational 128



THE EPIST EMOL OGIC AL BACK GROU ND -were never effectively incorporated into the Functionalist schema. Such beliefs had been reported in the Massim area by Seligm an (1910, Chap. XLVII). Malinowski at first expressed complete sceptic ism (1915a, p. 648n.), then he moved to a position of partial agreem ent ( 1916, p. 356, n. 2), and finally accepted Seligman's views in their entirety ( 1922a, pp. 237 ff. ). Yet he seems never to have adjusted his other ideas to this empirical discovery. Trobri and witches (muluk uausi) do not fit into the rationalist schema. In Coral Gardens, where 'magical beliefs and practices are dealt with at length and treated as functio nally positive practi~ working tools, the existence of witchcraft beliefs is completely ignored, the word witchcraft being used merely as a synonym for sorcery, in the sense of negative magic. · . Malinowski maintained, no doubt rightly, that_Trobri anders are at least as rational as twentieth-century Europeans. He stresse d that 'civilized' as well as 'savage' life is packed with magical practices (1931a, p. 636). Where he seems to err is in maintaining that the ordina ry man distinguishes consistently between the magical and non-magical. Het:e we need to remember that in Malinowski's youth non-ra tionality had been deemed to be one of the characteristic marks of the savage; it was likewise deemed to be characteristic of civilized man that he could distinguish clearly between the logical and the non-lo gical. Frazer 's description of magic as 'bastard science' epitomizes this view. In seeking to break down the dichotomy between savagery and civilization Malinowski argued that primitives were just as capable as Europeans of making such distinctions. 'Since the superstitious or prelogical character of primitive man has been so much ~mphasized, it is necessary to draw clearly the dividing line between primitive science and magi


Cf. 193oa, p . 159. The germ of the homony m argume nt is present in Sexual Life of Savages (1929), but is not obvious ·in the 'Proble m of Meanin g' article of 1923. M.C.- K
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E. R. LEACH is no confusion in the use of these terms; the series is really a series of homonyms, each of them invariably well indexed in actual usage by the context of speech' (1935, Vol. II, pp. 69, 73, 124). Malinowski alleges that 'arm-chair anthropologists' have inferred that primitive peoples have a 'pre-logical mentality' because they make verbal categorizations unfamiliar to modern Europeans (1935, Vol. II, 69n.): His way of repudiating this allegation is to assert that these verbal categories do not really exist at all; they are merely acci~ental homonyms which the arm-chair anthropologists mistakenly assume to constitute a single word. The same doctrine can be applied to kinship terminologies: 'to correlate kinship terms with kinship facts is based on the mistaken assumption that when there is one term for two people these two people must somehow be lumped together or telescoped or united in the mind of the native, or even that they must be one and the same person' (1935, Vol. II, p. 65 n. 2). This is the equivalent of saying that because the English subsume under a single word tree a number of different botanical species, it is a 'mistaken assumption' to suppose that Englishmen find anything common as between one tree and another, and that those who hold a contrary opinion are seeking to maintain that all members of the class tree are one and the same. It is certainly a curious argument. Perhaps because they lend themselves so easily to a kind of abstract algebra, kinship terminologies, as such, were repugnant to Malinowski. It is significant that the volume on formal kinship structure, promised in The Sexual Life of Savages ( 1932a, p. 434), was never written. Classificatory systems somehow 'stood for' Morgan and Rivers and everything out of date and antiquated in: anthropological theory. They were a type example of non-rational behaviour-ju dged by European standards-a nd Malinowski seems to hav~ felt imp~lled to do away with them root and branch, even though the Trobrianders inconveniently possessed such a system of terminology themselves. The facts were inconvenient but he could deny the implications. Without a vestige of proof, he asserts categorically the unlikely proposition that for the Trobrianders 'the word tabu in the sense of "grandmothe r", in the sense of "maternal [sic] aunt", and in 1 the sense of "taboo" are accidental homonyms' (1935, Vol. II, p. 28), way no in are listed meaning thereby that the three meanings here _ associated. Now this assertion that the several meanings of tabu represent separate words rather than variant meanings of the same word is something which Malinowski projected on to the data in the light of his homonym theory. It is indeed a rational but not a reasonable (sensible) argument! The separate words were not obvious to Malinowski the . field-worker, nor even to Malinowski the -author of The Sexual Life of 1



The word maternal is here a mistake for paternal.
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THE EPISTE MOLO GICAL BACKG ROUND Savages. Thus: 'The primary meaning of this word (tabu) is "father's sister". It also embraces "father' s sister's daughte r" or "paterna l cross cousin" or, by extension, "all the women of the father's clan"; and in its widest sense, "all the women not of the same clan" ' ( 1932a, p. 423). The whole doctrine of homonyms, with the added arguments about 'metaphorical extensions' to the 'primary meanings' of terms, ·seems to me very much on a par with the artificial rational-metaphyf\ical di~ chotomy upon which I have commented above. Here again Malinowski seems to be trying to force Trobria nd categories .of thought into the watertight logiCal containers fashionable among rationalist Europea n thinkers around the beginning of the century. He would surely have disapproved most strongly of certain importa nt trends in contemporary anthropological thinking. Consider for example the following remarks by Godfrey Lienhar dt (1954· p. 97): 'If I report without further comment that some primitive men speak of pelicans as their half brothers, I do little more than offer the reader a form of words which, as it stands in English, suggests the atmosphere of fairy ' tale and nonsense. . . . In order to make this understood in English it woutd be necessary to give a full account of views about the relations of the human and non-hum an quite different from those we entertain, but not therefore, necessarily, less reasonable.' This reaches to the very heart of the matter. Lienhar dt finds it quite possible to suppose that his primitive peoples are reasonable (sensible) men although they order their world by principles oflogic different from those current in contemporary Europe. Malinowski qn the other hand insisted that, belief or dogma apart (1916, p. 418n.), all intelligent behaviour must be based in nineteenth-century logic. The doctrine of homonyms is brought in as a deus ex machina to explain away the fact that Trobrian ders do not, on the face of it, use nineteenth-century logic. In a similar way Malinowski would doubtless have got rid of Lienhardt's example py saying that, among the tribes in question, the word for pelican. and the word for half-brother are accidental homonyins! Malinowski's contributions to the sociology of language are very relevant 4ere. A linguist of outstanding brilliance, he _emphasized that the effect of the spoken word is entirely depende nt upon the context in which it is uttered. 'The meaning of words consists in what they achieve by concerted action, the indirect handling of the environment through the direct action on other organisms' ( 193 1a, p. 622 ). 'Language in its primitive function and original form has an essentially pragmatic character' (1923a, p. 480). 'It is a type of behaviour strictly comparable to the handling of a tool' (193ra, p. 622); it operates as an instrum ent of communication, as a tool does, 'by direct action'. The symbolic significance of language, its use as a vehicle of thought, is consistently minimized-'to regard it as a means for the embodim ent or expression of 131



E. R. LEACH !}lought is to take a one-sided view of one of its most derivate and specialized functions' (1.923a, p. 481). On the other hand, despite the important insistence that 'language is an integral part of culture . . . . body of vocal custon;1s' (1931a, p. 622) Malinowski. isolated spoken language as a thing in itself and gave it special importance-'th e spell is the most important element in magic' (1925a, p. 68). For Malinowski, the 'meaning' of every type of custom was to be seen in its 'pragmatic effect', but there was a tendency to maintain that every type of custom had a special type of effect (function) peculiar to itself. Mere communication -symbolic statement -was not one of the effects which Malinowski considered to be of any importance. We arrive here at a very important source of confusion. Malinowski's notion of pragmatic function differs radically not only from the 'organic function' concept of Durkheim and Radcliffe-Brown (Radcliffe-Brown, 1935, P• j), but also from the 'symbolic function' concept employed by mathematicians and logicians (Stebbing, 1945, pp. 128 ff.). In logic, if we have a symbolic equivalence such that X stands for Y, then the form of the symbolization- that is to say the description of Y in terms of X-is referred to as a function. For example, if we write y = log x then y is a function of x, and if x has the particular value 3 then the expression log x stands for, or is a description of, the number o·4771. The expression 'log' ('the logarithm of') is here 'the function'. Since, ·in principle, anything can symbolize anything else the number of forms in which any particular proposition or statement can be expressed is limitless. In any particular case the problem of determining 'the function' is that of ascertaining the symbolic rules and conventions that link the thing described with the form of its description. When Malinowski propounded his extremely valuable thesis that the function of myth is to provide a charter for proper social relationships (1926c) he seems to have been using function in this logical sense, but in most other contexts he uses the term as very nearly the equivalent of purpose. In Malinowskian theory, the function of a custom is the direct effect it produces. In practice, because of the impossibility of establishing causal relationships, Malinowski's 'functions' were determined intuitively, with a very general tendency to allocate one specific function to one specific aspect of culture. This part of the Malinowskian scheme seems seriously defective. If culture be regarded as a set of tools (institutions), des~gned for specific purposes, or causing specific effects, one must face up to the epistemological problems involved in distinguishing the 'designer' and in separating out 'purpose' from 'cause' and from 'consequence', and this Malinowski most signally fails to do. Moreover even if we take a pragmatist position and say that Malinowski's system is justifiable on grounds of utility, though defective in strict logic, we must still recognize the narrowness of his exposition. 132
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THE EPISTEMO LOGICAL BACKGRO UND Let us concede that speech can have direct empirically observable effects, does that lessen the importance of communication of a less 'pragmatic' kind? · Malinowski's savage has no time for philosophy. For him, culturally defined b·ehaviour is concerned only with doing things, not with saying or thinking. But surely all Culture (both verbal and non-verbal) is also concerned with 'making statements' about the social order? In many ritual contexts non-verbal symbolic communication seems to be an end· in itself quite independent of the practical-technical outcome (the 'pragmatic funct!_on'). Persistently right through his work Malinowski manages to minimize the significance of this aspect of social behaviour. His treatment of the kula provides an example. Malinowski's description represents the kula as primarily an economic institution, though the economic principles involved differ from those axiomatically assumed by professional European economists. The picture presented is that of a vigorously competitive market in which the 'currency' consists of 'social debts' of all descriptions. Yet, as Mauss points out, Malinowski's account 'tells us very little about the sanction behind these transactions' (Mauss, 1954, p. 24). In Malinowski's own terms, the kula, as described, is pragmatically useless; why then is it maintained? Malinowski.'s reaction to this criticism was to complain that it is no part of an ethnographer's task to inject private theoretical interpretations into his material, though he proposed to reveal his views in a further work-which never materialized. 1 In retrospect, one feels that Malin- I owski was here handicapped by his conviction that all behaviour must · \ have a practical end-using the term practical in a narrow mechanistic ' sense. Mauss's interpretation though not 'pragmatic' provides a most important supplement to Malinowski. Mauss, in essence, sees 'potlatch' behaviour of the kula type as 'symbolizing' the ambivalent friendship- , hostility aspects of the relationship ties which constitute the component :J·. elements in the social structure. It is an abstract interpretation which ' implies_that Trobr~ander~, in carrying out their ~ula rituals, ar~ also, in a . symbohc way, 'saymg thmgs' to one another which they certamly could · not put into words. Of course there is a large measure of agreement between Malinowski ~ and Mauss; both are talking about the same material, and the material 11 is that provided by Malinowski. But the underlying difference of basic viewpoint is very fundamenta l-Mauss sees gift giving as symbolic behaviour, a way of making statements; Malinowski sees it exclusively in operational terms, a way of achieving desired results. Today we can learn from both masters, but that should not blind us to their differences.
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1 See Malinowski, 1935, Vol. I, pp. 455-6. Malinowski seems to have oscillated between thinking that the ultimate practical reason for the kula was economic and the potentially much more structural idea that it 'is to a large extent a surr~gate and substitute for head-hunting and war'.
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E. R: LEACH So far as I know Malinowski's only published comment on Essai sur le - don is a footnote (at p. 41 of Crime and Custom). He here accepts Mauss's criticism of the concept of 'Pure Gift' but claims that he revised his views independently. This brings me back to a point I made much earlier, Malinowski's deep suspicion of 'abstract theory' as such. I would emphasize again that this prejudice proved both an advantage and a handicap. The advantages are clear. Consider for example the opening paragraphs of Chapter XI of Coral Gardens which carries the title 'The Method of Field-Work and the Invisible Facts of Native Law and Economics'. Here Malinowski lays down rather precisely the relationship, as he saw it, between theory and observation, and the limits to which abstract theorizing might legitimately proceed: 'The main achievement of field-work consists, not in a passive registering of facts, but in the constructive drafting of what might be called the charters of native institutions. . . . While making his observations the field-worker must constantly construct: he must place isolated data in relation to one another and study the manner in which they integrate ... "Facts" do not exist in sociological any more than in physical reality; that is they do not dwell 1n the spatial and temporal continuum open to the untutored eye. The principles of social organization, of legal constitution, of economics and religion have to be constructed by the observer out of a multitude of manifestations of varying significance and relevance. It is these invisible realities, only to be discovered by inductive computation, by selection and construction, which are scientifically important in the study of culture' (1935, Vol. I, p. 317). Malinowski, then, approved of the use of sociological theory in the interpretation of first-hand fieldwork observations; what he objected to was 'arm-chair theorizing' about behaviour recorded in hearsay statements. On the face of it this is a sensible and scientific attitude, and yet · it has implications which are entirely paradoxical. Logically speaking, Malinowski would need to maintain that, for the Trobrianders themselves, 'Trobriand culture as a whole' does not exist. It is not something that can be reported on by Trobrianders, it is something that has to be discovered and constructed by the ethnographer. It is entirely consistent with this position that the most intelligible account of the · total social structure of Trobriand society which Malinowski gives us occupies the last so pages of the last book he published on the subject (1935, Vol. I, pp. 328-81). In an earlier work he specifically mocked at the account of Trobriand social structure that one might expect to obtain from a professional Trobriand informant, 1 though when he himself attempted to write a concise description of 'The Constitution of Trobriand Society' (1935, 1 r932a, pp. 4r6-24, gives the formal description of the structure; pp. 425--9 are devoted to ridiculing the validity of this native description.
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THE EPISTE MOLO GICAL BACKG ROUND Vol. I, pp. 33-40) th~ result resembles most strikingly that given by his imaginary despised 'informa nt'. Now it is certainly true that in recognizing quite specifically that there is a marked divergence between 'ideal' and 'actual' behaviour, Malinowski made explicit a fact of the greatest sociological importance:· 'the hasty field-worker who relies completely upon the question-and-answer method, obtains at best that lifeless body of laws, regulations, morals and conventionalities which ought to be obeyed, but in reality are often only evaded. For in actual life rules are never entirely conformed to, and it relllilins,"'-as the most difficult but indispensable part of the ethnogra pher's work, to ascertain the extent and mechanism of the deviations' (1932a, pp. 428-9). Moreover he was perfectly justified in asserting that most of his predecessors had relied heavily on hearsay statemen ts so that existing ethnographic accounts of tribal custom consisted everywhere of abbreviated descriptions of idealized behaviour. But he went much too far in the other direction. He appears to have regarded the ideal construc t of the native informa nt as simply an amusing fiction, which could at best serve to provide a few clues about the significance of observed behaviour. Truth was 'pragmatic', objectively observable; it lay in what men did, not in what they said they did. Yet surely in Malinowski's own analysis of myth a counter argumen t is already apparent? If myths are to be regarded as charters for social institutions, surely the intelligent informa nt's descriptions of his own society are also 'a kind of myth', a charter for human action, none the less importa nt because the rules are not precisely obeyed? In the case I have cited, Maliriowski uses the fact that Trobrian ders frequently have love affairs with their clan sisters (kakaveyola) but only very seldom with their lineage sisters (veyola), as evidence for the uselessness of general statements about clan exogamy. But in recent years facts strikingly similar to those recorded by Malinowski have been reported from other societies, and have been shown to be meaningful precisely because they provide differentiating criteria in terms of which the different segments of the formal social structur e become apparen t (Evans-Pritchard, 195Ib, chap. 2; cf. also M. Fortes, 1949a, pp. ror, us). The same is certainly true in the Trobria nd case also. In this instance, as ill' a number of others, Malinowski's pupils have progressed \i further than Malinowski himself largely because of their willingness f to recognize that symbolic functions are at least as relevant as pragmatic ~ ones. In writing this essay, the impression I have been trying to convey is that Malinowski was a highly original thinker who was nevertheless \ held in bondage by the intellectual conventions of his youth. But did he point the way to escape from the dilemmas with which he was faced? It would be absurd to suggest that Malinowski's thinking was 1 35



E. R. LEACH 'permanently stuck at 1910'. Although his last books, written in illness, give the impression of regression to a position formally repudiated in 1932, 1 there is otherwise a very noticeable 'development' throughout Malinowski's work. If we take Mailu (1915a), Argonauts (1922a) and Coral Gardens (1935) as three points on a time scale, the increase in sophistication is very marked indeed, and is an indication of the extent to which Malinowski's famous seminars were a vehicle for learning as well as for teaching. But we need to see this development as part of an intellectual problem: Malinowski's persistent struggle to break out of the strait-jacket of nineteenth-century historicist theory without getting hopelessly bogged in empirical detail. Despite his advocacy of empiricism Malinowski was really searching all the time for concepts of the middle range of gener: lity,-not so abstract as to amount to mere verbal speculation, not so ;'foncrete as to defy generalized comparison. Culture is too abstract; · "the individual too concrete. Now if we compar·e the stated content of 'functionalism' at different stages of Malinowski's career we find an interesting arid significant shift of emphasis. The original stress on Culture as. a unitary integrated whole seems gradually to lessen, as also the emphasis on the simple family as he basic unit of social structure, while in their place we find a new concrete isolate of organiZed behaviour'-t he Institution (1944, P• 52; f. 1931-a, p. 626). Here, I would suggest, Malinowski was pointing the road for his successors. Sociologists have used the concept of 'Institution' in a variety of senses. 2 Malinowski's version tends to confuse the individual with his institutionalized role. As a result his institutions emerge as collections of individuals (personnel) w4o possess a common vested inter est ( 1944, pp. 52 ff. and pp . .62-3), ·a conception closely analogous to Weber's 'corporate group' (Verband) (M. Weber, 1947, pp. 124 ff.). A recent American study makes this parallel very clear (Gerth and Mills, 1954, p. 13 et passim; Vidich, 195{). Since Malinowski's death British social anthropologists hav;e increasingly tended to think of their special field as the study of the behaviour of small groups operating within a defined structural-cultural matrix. It is in line with this that the concept of the corporation with its associated hereditable estate-its 'bundle of rights' over things and people-is tending to become central to our analysis. We have reached this position by borrowing ideas from the lawyers and the theoretical 1 Both Freedom and Civilization and A Scientific Theory of Culture are strangely 'evolutionist' in tone when compared with his explicit repudiation of 'speculations about origins' in the 1932 Edition of Sexual Life of Savages, pp. xxii-xxiii. · 2 Cf. S. F. Nadel (r951), P• 108,
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sociologists-Ma ine, Durkheim, Weber, Talcott Parsons in particular, but the resulting development seems to parallel that of Malinowski in same respects. Malinowski's Institution, as he left it, is not a precise isolate, but it does provide a kind of bridge between the crude intuitive functionalism of the 193o's and the increasingly sophisticated structural analysis of today. It is in concepts of this type that we find a meeting point between the arguments of those who stress the importance of the ideal order conceived as a system of jural relationships and those who see social behaviour as the outcome of competitive individual selfinterest. To that_ extent we may now be coming back to where Malinowski left off. One thing at any rate we should remember. All the authors of this book were 'grounded in Malinowski', just as I have suggested that Malinowski himself was grounded in William James. If I am correct in thinking that Malinowski was partly frustrated by the persistence of youthful intellectual prejudices, the same certainly applies to ourselves. Malinowski, I have insisted, was 'in bondage' to his predecessors; he 1 -----resented their existence because he was so much indebted to them. Some of us perhaps feel the same about Bronislaw Malinowski.
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